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The Vine Hotel:
Striking Embellishment

The Vine Hotel in Madeira, Portugal, features interiors by Portuguese designer Nini Andrade Silva, and architecture by Spanish

architect Ricardo Bofill. It is a modern, urbane and lavish. With a touch of minimalism and tact, that makes it glow with artistic

value. A plunge in the panoramic pool, a vinotherapy session in the spa or a gourmet dinner with view over the city: these are

just a few of the pleasures awaiting you at The Vine.
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With a generous space and pared-down style, the Vine Hotel, which takes its name and inspiration from the island’s world-

famous Madeira. The Vine is a perfect preliminary point for a city tour or an island sightseeing tour. Upon entering the hotel,

guests will be captured by the sweeping design theme of the hotel: The Madeira vine. This is reflected in every little detail of the

hotel – starting at Terra lounge featuring woods taken from vineyards, over to the Vinotherapy Spa with treatments based on the

philosophy of the Vinotherapy and the gourmet restaurant UVA, serving delicious French fusion cuisine.
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Contemporary and elegant design with a warm touch and comfort, characterizes The Vine. Grey, green, purple and brown, are

the dominating colors of the hotel, representing the four different seasons and the maturation of a grape throughout the year.

The interior design reflects the vision of award-winning Portuguese designer Nini Andrade Silva, the architecture is led by Ricardo

Bofill. Each floor is designed in a different color: The second floor is green for Spring, the thirrd floor is purple for Summer, the fourth

floor is grey for Winter and the fifth floor is held in brown colors, representing Autumn.
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Next to the lifts on each floor, is an illuminated cube with a seating area which resembles vineyards, giving The Vine a simplicity

which also mark the hotel.

The Hotel features 57 luxurious bedrooms and 22 grand suites from 30 to 90 meters squares along with a panoramic swimming

pool and bar. It also includes a Vinotherapy in a large spa for relaxation as well as meeting rooms with space for up to a hun-

dred guests. For the food lovers a panoramic gourmet restaurant to increase their taste buds. Overall, the Vine Hotel speaks a

language we all speak and that it the idiom of splendor in a great decor frame!
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